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Recent work in young adults has demonstrated that motor learning can modulate
resting state functional connectivity. However, evidence for older adults is scarce.
Here, we investigated whether learning a bimanual tracking task modulates resting
state functional connectivity of both inter- and intra-hemispheric regions differentially
in young and older individuals, and whether this has behavioral relevance. Both age
groups learned a set of complex bimanual tracking task variants over a 2-week training
period. Resting-state and task-related functional magnetic resonance imaging scans
were collected before and after training. Our analyses revealed that both young and
older adults reached considerable performance gains. Older adults even obtained larger
training-induced improvements relative to baseline, but their overall performance levels
were lower than in young adults. Short-term practice resulted in a modulation of resting
state functional connectivity, leading to connectivity increases in young adults, but
connectivity decreases in older adults. This pattern of age differences occurred for
both inter- and intra-hemispheric connections related to the motor network. Additionally,
long-term training-induced increases were observed in intra-hemispheric connectivity in
the right hemisphere across both age groups. Overall, at the individual level, the long-
term changes in inter-hemispheric connectivity correlated with training-induced motor
improvement. Our findings confirm that short-term task practice shapes spontaneous
brain activity differentially in young and older individuals. Importantly, the association
between changes in resting state functional connectivity and improvements in motor
performance at the individual level may be indicative of how training shapes the short-
term functional reorganization of the resting state motor network for improvement of
behavioral performance.
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INTRODUCTION
A large body of research has shown reduced abilities in motor skill performance and learning
with age (Swinnen, 1998; Serrien et al., 2000; Bangert et al., 2010; Seidler et al., 2010; Solesio-
Jofre et al., 2014; Pauwels et al., 2015; Serbruyns et al., 2015). As almost every motor skill used
in daily life requires practice before being efficiently implemented, it is crucial to understand
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the neural mechanisms by which motor skills are learned and
how they are modified with age. Behavioral research has shown
that the motor learning process follows different stages. First,
during an early acquisition stage considerable improvement in
performance is achieved within a relatively short time, i.e.,
within a session. Second, in a later phase, performance becomes
stable, with subtler training-induced improvement that involves
consolidation processes. This is achieved over a longer period
of time, i.e., between sessions spread over a period of several
weeks (Ungerleider et al., 2002; Floyer-Lea and Matthews,
2005).
Converging evidence suggests that, although older adults are
still able to acquire new motor skills, they may experience
difficulties with the consolidation of acquired representations
that occur in the later phase of learning (Voelcker-Rehage
and Alberts, 2007; Brown et al., 2009; Wilson et al., 2012;
Fogel et al., 2014; Pauwels et al., 2015; Mary et al., 2017).
Neuroimaging research has shown a functional reorganization
of different neural networks subtending motor performance
in young individuals, involving neural plasticity mechanisms
(Ma et al., 2010; Albouy et al., 2015). Among other regions,
these networks include both inter- and intra-hemispheric
connections between the supplementary motor area (SMA),
the premotor cortex (PM), and the primary motor cortex
(M1) (Donchin et al., 1998; Byblow et al., 2007; O’Shea
et al., 2007; Talelli et al., 2008; Hinder et al., 2011). However,
a reduced motor plasticity with progressing age may be
responsible for the observed deficits in consolidation processes
(Todd et al., 2010; Freitas et al., 2011; May and Zwaan,
2017).
Besides task training-induced functional activation changes,
recent research has devoted increasing attention to resting
state functional connectivity (rs-FC) as a reliable indicator of
functional reorganization of brain networks supporting different
mental processes (Biswal et al., 1995; Fox and Raichle, 2007;
Greicius, 2008; van den Heuvel and Hulshoff Pol, 2010; Ma et al.,
2011; van Dijk et al., 2017). Resting state functional magnetic
resonance imaging (rs-fMRI) measures the large-scale covariance
of low frequency spontaneous fluctuations in the blood oxygen
level-dependent (BOLD) signal during rest. The strength of the
correlation reflects the degree of functional connectivity between
two or more brain regions.
Resting state functional magnetic resonance imaging studies
investigating changes in functional connectivity following motor
learning, have demonstrated that rs-FC can be modulated within
and between training sessions in young individuals (Woolley
et al., 2015). In one of the earliest studies, Albert et al. (2009)
found that initial learning modulated both a fronto-parietal and
a cerebellar resting state network. In a more confined motor
network, Tung et al. (2013) showed that initial motor learning
modulated functional connectivity between the right and left
motor cortices, exhibiting increases in post-task compared to pre-
task periods. Looking into a later phase of learning, increases
in rs-FC in the superior parietal cortex (Daselaar et al., 2010)
and in the postcentral and supramarginal gyrus (Ma et al., 2011)
were observed. In short, these and other studies have shown
that both short-term (Waites et al., 2005; Barnes et al., 2009;
Stevens et al., 2010; Gregory et al., 2014; Sami et al., 2014; Mary
et al., 2017) and long-term (Buchel et al., 1999; Voss et al.,
2008; Tambini et al., 2010; Taubert et al., 2011; Yoo et al., 2013;
Hardwick et al., 2015; Sampaio-Baptista et al., 2015; Woolley
et al., 2015; Mehrkanoon et al., 2016; Amad et al., 2017; May
and Zwaan, 2017) learning effects can modulate rs-FC in young
individuals.
Importantly, rs-FC has also been shown to correlate with
motor improvement in young adults (Ma et al., 2011; Vahdat
et al., 2011; Wu et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2014), indicating that
functional network reorganization can, to some extent, predict
behavioral changes (Tambini et al., 2010; Deco and Corbetta,
2011; Wu et al., 2014). However, results about motor training-
induced modulation of resting state networks in older adults
are very scarce, with only one study to date showing age-related
rs-FC changes following motor sequence learning (Mary et al.,
2017).
Here, we investigated whether and how motor skill acquisition
and consolidation of a bimanual tracking task (BTT) (Solesio-
Jofre et al., 2014; Serbruyns et al., 2015; Santos Monteiro et al.,
2017) modulates rs-FC within a task-related motor network
in young and older adults. Resting state activity was obtained
across four scans (Figure 1A): two scans before a motor training
protocol conducted over the course of 2 (one scan before a
task-related fMRI scan and the other scan after the task-related
fMRI scan), and two scans following completion of the motor
training protocol (again, one scan before a task-related fMRI
scan and the other scan after the task-related fMRI scan). The
motor network was selected based on the results of a task-related
fMRI study in which the same tracking task was used (Santos
Monteiro et al., 2017). Due to the bimanual nature of the task,
both inter- and intra-hemispheric functional connectivity were
examined. It is well established that bimanual coordination relies
on coupling between motor areas of both cerebral hemispheres
(Serrien, 2008) through the corpus callosum (Gooijers et al., 2013;
Gooijers and Swinnen, 2014). Moreover, learning a new bimanual
coordination pattern results in changes in both intra- and inter-
hemispheric coherence between pairs of motor regions, as shown
by EEG studies (Andres et al., 1999; Gerloff and Andres, 2002;
Serrien, 2009). In the current study, we specifically considered
both homotopic (i.e., geometrically corresponding regions in
each hemisphere) and non-homotopic inter-hemispheric, as well
as right and left intra-hemispheric connectivity patterns. To
the best of our knowledge, this is the first study examining
motor training-induced modulations in both inter-and intra-
hemispheric rs-FC as a function of aging during the early
and late learning phase. Based on the study from Mary et al.
(2017), we predicted an age-dependent reorganization of the
motor network, not only immediately but also weeks after initial
practice, with more prominent changes anticipated after the
former.
Finally, to investigate the behavioral relevance of training-
induced changes in functional connectivity, we correlated
changes in rs-FC with bimanual task improvement over the
course of learning. In accordance with previous studies (Ma
et al., 2011; Taubert et al., 2011; Vahdat et al., 2011; Zhang
et al., 2011, 2014; Wu et al., 2014), we expected both inter- and
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FIGURE 1 | Experimental setup and task. (A) Schematic representation of the experimental setup. Two scan sessions occurred before (pre-test session) and after
(post-test session) five training sessions (training period), distributed across 2 weeks. Each scan session included a rest scan (rs1 and rs3, respectively) before a
task-related scan, a task-related scan (tr1 and tr2, respectively) and a rest scan after the task-related scan (rs2 and rs4, respectively). We mainly focused on rest
scans (i.e., two runs within each scan session, four runs in total: rs1, rs2, rs3, and rs4); (B) The goal of the bimanual tracking task was to track a white target dot
over a blue target line, presented on a screen, by rotating two dials with both hands simultaneously in one of four directional patterns: inward (IN), outward (OUT),
clockwise (CW), and counter-clockwise manner (CCW); at five different relative frequency ratios: 1:1, 1:2, 1:3, 2:1, and 3:1 (left: right). This resulted in 20 different
bimanual patterns and target line directions.
intra-hemispheric connectivity increases to be associated with
improvements on the bimanual task.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Participants
Twenty-six healthy young adults (YA) and 25 older adults
(OA) participated in the study. All participants had normal or
corrected-to-normal vision, and were right-handed according to
the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (Oldfield, 1971). They were
naive with respect to the experimental paradigm. None of the
participants reported a history of neurological, psychiatric, or
vascular disease. Older participants above 60 years old (N = 25)
were screened for cognitive impairments with the Montreal
Cognitive Assessment test (MoCA) using the standard cutoff
score of 26 (Nasreddine et al., 2005). All participants obtained
a score within normal limits (≥26, mean = 28.02, SD = 1.18,
range = 26–30). Three YA were excluded from the analysis
due to technical problems with the scanner. Four OA were
excluded due to either brain atrophy/lesions, or inability to
comply with task instructions. As a result, our final sample
included 23 YA (age range = 17–26 years, mean age = 21.19,
SD = 1.99, 12 females) and 21 OA (age range = 61–81 years,
mean age = 68.85, SD = 5.89, 12 females). Informed consent
was obtained before testing and participants were financially
compensated for participation. The experiment was approved
by the local ethics committee for biomedical research of KU
Leuven (Belgium), and was performed in accordance with the
Declaration of Helsinki (1964).
Experimental Setup
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) occurred twice: before (pre-
test session) and after (post-test session) five training sessions
(training period), distributed across 2 weeks (see Figure 1A).
Each training session had a total duration of 1 h. The rest-
task-rest fMRI design of both scan sessions was identical with
a total duration of 1.5 h. Therefore, the overall experimental
procedure was as follows: the pre-test session included a rest
scan (rs1), followed by a task-related scan (tr1), after which
another rest scan (rs2) was obtained. Hence, rs1 and rs2 referred
to the within pre-test session rest scans corresponding to the
early phase of learning. The pre-test session was followed by
a bimanual task training period of 2 weeks (T1, T2, T3, T4,
T5). Following completion of 2 weeks of task training, the
post-test session included a rest scan (rs3), followed by a task-
related scan (tr2), and subsequently another rest scan (rs4).
Hence, rs3 and rs4 referred to the within post-test session
rest scans corresponding to the late phase of learning. The
present study mainly focused on rest scans (i.e., two runs
within each scan session, four runs in total: rs1, rs2, rs3, and
rs4). All rest scans had the same protocol and lasted 8 min,
in which participants were instructed to keep their eyes open
and to fixate a target point. Results regarding the task-related
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fMRI study are published elsewhere (Santos Monteiro et al.,
2017).
Bimanual Tracking Task (BTT)
The BTT task was performed during the task-related scans.
It enables the evaluation of bimanual coordination accuracy,
relying on the execution of complex bimanual patterns (Sisti
et al., 2011). This task requires intensive practice to successfully
integrate the two separate limb movements into one common
spatiotemporal pattern. Learning such a task involves breaking
away from the natural tendency to move both limbs in phase with
the same velocity, i.e., a 1:1 frequency ratio (Swinnen et al., 1997;
Swinnen, 2002).
The goal of the BTT was to track a white target dot over a blue
target line, presented on a screen, by rotating two dials with both
hands simultaneously in one of four directional patterns: both
hands rotated inward (IN) or outward (OUT) together, or in a
clockwise (CW) or counter-clockwise manner (CCW) (Sisti et al.,
2011, 2012; Gooijers et al., 2013). The left (L) and right (R) hands
controlled movements on the ordinate and abscissa, respectively.
To increase complexity of the task, each directional combination
was performed at five different relative frequency ratios: 1:1, 1:2,
1:3, 2:1, and 3:1 (L:R). For example, a 1:2 ratio indicated that the
left hand was required to rotate twice as slow as the right hand.
This resulted in 20 different bimanual patterns and target line
directions (Figure 1B).
Each trial started with the presentation of the single blue target
line with a distinct orientation. At the origin of this line, in the
center of the PC display, the white target dot was presented, after
which it began to move along the blue target line, toward the
peripheral endpoint. The target dot moved at a constant rate and
for a total duration of 9 s. The beginning and end of the trajectory
were marked with an auditory cue (126 ms, begin: 525 Hz, end:
442 Hz). The inter-trial interval was 3 s. The goal was to match
the target trajectory as closely as possible.
Each BTT fMRI session consisted of 144 trials, divided equally
across six runs, each of which lasted 6 min, with an inter-
run interval of approximately 3 min. A run consisted of 24
target lines, presented in a pseudorandom order. The required
frequency ratio was randomly distributed such that one third
of trials required a 1:1 ratio, one-third required a 1:2 or 2:1
ratio and one-third required a 1:3 or 3:1 ratio. There were 96
“move” trials in which bimanual tracking was actively performed.
The remaining trials were “no move” trials, containing the same
information as the “move” trials but required no movement. They
provided the baseline measure for the BOLD contrasts conducted
in the task-related fMRI analysis (Santos Monteiro et al., 2017).
Prior to the first MRI session, participants practiced the task
briefly in a dummy scanner until the task was fully understood
(∼10 min).
Training Sessions
In the training sessions, participants were seated in front of a
PC-screen (distance approximately 0.5 m) and performed the
BTT. For each of the five training days, 10 blocks of 20
randomized trials corresponding to 20 bimanual patterns, i.e.,
five different frequency ratios in four directions, were performed.
Kinematic Analyses
Data were recorded and analyzed with the Labview software
(version 8.5, National Instruments, Austin, TX, United States).
Oﬄine analysis was carried out using Matlab R2011b. The x and
y positions of the target dot and the cursor were sampled at
100 Hz. For each trial, we calculated the target deviation as a
measure of accuracy, using the following multistep procedure: (a)
Every 10 ms, the difference between the target position and the
cursor position, d, was calculated, using the Euclidean distance:
d =
√
(x2 − x1)2 + (y2 − y1)2
Where x2 and y2 refer to the position of the participant’s
cursor on the x- and y-axis, respectively, and x1 and
y1 correspond to the position of the target dot on the
x- and y-axis, respectively. (b) At the end of each trial,
the average of these distances was computed and defined as
the trial’s target deviation, expressed in units (U). A target
deviation equal to 0 U would indicate that during the whole
trial, the cursor was precisely on top of the white target
dot, representing perfect performance. Accordingly, greater
target deviation scores reflect greater error and, hence, poorer
performance.
To determine whether participants generally met the task
requirements, all data were transformed into z-scores [(X-
MEAN/SD)]. Trials were discarded from the analysis when z > 3
(outlier) and/or when only one hand moved (2.7 and 1.1% of all
trials during BTT fMRI 1 and BTT fMRI 2, respectively). For each
participant, the average error scores were computed for both scan
sessions with and without augmented visual feedback, and these
error scores were used as an indicator of bimanual performance
accuracy.
Statistical Analyses
Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS Version 22.0
(Armonk, NY, United States).
In accordance with previous results from our own group using
the BTT task (Gooijers et al., 2013, 2016; Solesio-Jofre et al., 2014;
Beets et al., 2015), movement directions (IN, OUT, CW, and
CCW) were fully counterbalanced in the design and of no interest
for the present analyses. Additionally, we collapsed trials into two
levels: trials with the same (ISO, 1:1) and trials with different
(N-ISO, 1:2, 1:3, 2:1, 3:1 collapsed) cycling frequency ratios.
Behavioral data acquired during both the pre- and post-
test session were subjected to a 2 × 2 × 2 (age × scan
session× frequency ratio) repeated measures ANOVA. Here, age
(young, older) was the between-subject factor, and scan session
(pre-test session and post-test session) and frequency ratio (ISO,
N-ISO) were the within-subject factors.
The level of significance was set at p < 0.05. Significant
effects were further explored using post hoc paired t-tests using
Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons. The partial eta
squared statistic (η2p) was calculated as the effect size measure for
main and interaction effects in the repeated measures ANOVA.
According to Cohen (1992), η2p values of 0.01, 0.06 and 0.13
represent small, medium and large effects, respectively.
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MRI Data Acquisition
Data acquisition, pre-processing, and analyses followed the
same steps for the four resting state runs (rs1, rs2, rs3, and
rs4). A Siemens 3-T Magnetom Trio MRI scanner (Siemens,
Erlangen, Germany) with a 12 channel head coil was used. For
anatomical details, a 3D high-resolution T1-weighted image was
obtained first (magnetization prepared rapid gradient echo, time
repetition/time echo = 2300/2.98 ms, 1 mm × 1 mm × 1.1 mm
voxels, field of view (FOV) = 240× 256, 160 sagittal slices), lasting
8 min. Then a field map was acquired to address local distortions.
Functional resting state data were acquired with a descending
gradient echo planar imaging (EPI) pulse sequence for
T2∗ − weighted images (repetition time = 3,000 ms; echo
time = 30 ms; flip angle = 90◦; 50 oblique axial slices each
2.8 mm thick; inter-slice gap = 0.028 mm; in-plane resolution
2.5 mm× 2.5 mm; 80× 80 matrix, 160 volumes).
MRI Data Pre-processing
Standard preprocessing procedures were performed using
SPM8 (Statistical Parametric Mapping software, SPM:
Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience, London,
United Kingdom1), which is implemented in Matlab 7.7 (The
Mathworks, Natick, MA, United States).
Functional images were slice-time corrected to the middle slice
(reference slice = 25), spatially realigned to the first image in the
time series, normalized to the standard EPI template in Montreal
Neurological Institute (MNI) space, and resampled into 3 mm
isotropic voxels (Friston et al., 1995). Spatial smoothing was
not applied in order to avoid introducing artificial local spatial
correlations (Salvador et al., 2005; Achard et al., 2006; Achard and
Bullmore, 2007).
We took additional preprocessing steps to remove spurious
sources of variance. We defined a small, bilateral region of
interest in the ventricles, a region of interest in the deep white
matter, and one covering the whole brain; we then calculated
the average signals in these three regions, which are typically
referred to as cerebrospinal fluid, white matter and global signals
(Fox et al., 2005, 2009). Next, we performed a regression analysis
on the fMRI time-courses, modeling the three aforementioned
signals and the parameters obtained by rigid body head motion
realignment (Fox et al., 2005, 2009), as well as their temporal
derivatives, as regressors.
Recently, there has been considerable discussion over the
impact of head motion on rs-FC connectivity analyses. In
addition to regressing out the three-dimensional motion
parameters and their first derivatives, we also included regressors
to deweight scans with a framewise displacement greater than
0.5 mm. A separate regressor was included for each outlier scan,
with a 1 at the outlier time point and a zero at all other time
points. Framewise displacement was calculated as the sum of
the absolute scan to scan difference of the six translational and
rotational realignment parameters (Power et al., 2014). Only 0.9%
of all scans exceeded this threshold, and there was no significant
difference in mean framewise displacement between the four
resting state scans [one-way ANOVA: F(3,172) = 1.90, p = 0.14)].
1http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/
The BOLD time course in each voxel was then temporally
band-pass filtered (0.01–0.08 Hz) to reduce low-frequency drift
and high-frequency noise.
Region Definition
Candidate ROIs were generated from task-related fMRI scans
(Santos Monteiro et al., 2017), in which the main aim was
to explore the effects of aging on brain plasticity associated
with motor learning while subjects performed the BTT. The
main BOLD contrast of interest was bimanual visuomotor task
performance (movement) vs. baseline condition (no movement)
in young and older adults. Young and old z-score maps from the
task-based fMRI study were combined to find overlapping ROIs
by means of a conjunction analysis [young (bimanual visuomotor
task > baseline) ∩ old (bimanual visuomotor task > baseline)]
(Nichols et al., 2005). The statistical threshold was set to p< 0.05,
FWE corrected for multiple comparisons and a minimal cluster
size of 20 voxels.
To define regions for our resting state connectivity analysis,
we chose the peak voxel with the highest z-score (z ≥ 4.10) in
the positive group analysis. Our ROIs were composed of 6-mm
radius spheres centered on these peak voxels and were created
using the MarsBAR toolbox2. The size of the spheres was selected
to ensure that they contained voxels that were significantly
activated in all cases. We defined the following a priori ROIs:
SMA (R, L); dorsal premotor area (PMd: R, L); ventral premotor
area (PMv: R, L); primary motor cortex (M1: R, L); and primary
somatosensory area (S1: R, L). ROI coordinates are listed in
Table 1, and are illustrated in Figure 2.
Functional Connectivity Analysis
For each subject and within each of the four resting state
scans, regional mean time series were extracted by averaging
the functional MRI time series across all voxels within each
ROI. Then, the correlation strength between every pair of ROIs
was calculated using Pearson correlation coefficients creating a
functional network captured by a 10 × 10 correlation matrix.
These Pearson correlation values were converted to Z-scores by
Fischer’s r-to-z transformation (Zar, 1998), correcting the degrees
of freedom for the autocorrelation in the time series (Shumway
and Stoffer, 2006). Group-level correlation matrices were created
by using a random-effects analysis across subjects (Ebisch et al.,
2011; Pravata et al., 2011).
Next, we calculated the average connectivity score for a
group of ROI pairs, which is the average of the component
Fisher Z-scores for the corresponding ROI pairs. Specifically,
we report four kinds of average functional connectivity (FC)
scores, including homotopic inter-hemispheric FC, heterotopic
inter-hemispheric FC, right intra-hemispheric FC and left intra-
hemispheric FC. Average connectivity scores were subjected to
repeated measures ANOVAs. We conducted a 2 × 2 × 2 × 2
(age × inter-hemispheric FC × scan session × scan location)
repeated measures ANOVA, with age (young, older) as the
between-subject factor and inter-hemispheric FC (homotopic,
heterotopic), scan session (pre-test session, post-test session)
2http://marsbar.sourceforge.net
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TABLE 1 | Regions defined for the resting state motor network.
Area Hemisphere x y z z-score
Movement > baseline
Supplementary motor area (SMA) R 10 4 68 4.12
L −10 4 68 4.88
Dorsal premotor area (PMd) R 28 −4 68 5.56
L −28 −4 68 6.63
Ventral premotor area (PMv) R 54 8 34 6.06
L −54 8 34 4.31
Primary motor cortex (M1) R 37 −21 58 8.02
L −37 −21 58 8.05
Primary somatosensory area (S1) R 28 −40 52 4.64
L −28 −40 52 7.58
Regions obtained after a conjunction analysis (young ∩ old) from a task-based fMRI study, pFWE < 0.05, z ≥ 4.10. Six-mm radius spheres centered on z-peak voxels.
R, right; L, left; SMA, supplementary motor area; PMd, dorsal premotor area; M1, primary motor cortex; S1, primary somatosensory area; PMv, ventral premotor area.
FIGURE 2 | Selected ROIs in the motor network. Spherical ROIs were defined
bilaterally for the following areas: SMA, supplementary motor area; PMd,
dorsal premotor area; M1, primary motor cortex; S1, primary somatosensory
area; PMv, ventral premotor area. The ROIs are illustrated over a cortical
representation for the right hemisphere only.
and scan location (before task-related scan, after task-related
scan) as the within-subject factors. Additionally, we conducted a
2× 2× 2× 2 (age× intra-hemispheric FC× scan session× scan
location) repeated measures ANOVA, with age (young, older) as
the between-subject factor and intra-hemispheric FC (right, left),
scan session (pre-test session, post-test session) and scan location
(before task-related scan, after task-related scan) as the within-
subject factors. All statistical tests were completed with alpha set
at 0.05, and significant interaction effects were further explored
by post hoc paired t-tests using Bonferroni correction for each
repeated measures ANOVA conducted. The partial eta squared
statistic (η2p) was calculated as the effect size measure for main
and interaction effects in the repeated measures ANOVA and the
size of the effects was interpreted according to Cohen (1992).
Finally, we calculated brain-behavior correlations to
determine the extent to which training-induced changes in
inter- and intra-hemispheric connectivity corresponded with
the subsequent gain in behavioral performance, considering the
entire sample of participants. We used two different calculations
to quantify training-induced changes in inter- and intra-
hemispheric connectivity during the early phase of learning and
the overall learning process: (1) the difference in the average
rs-FC between the second (rs2) and the first (rs1) resting state
scans to study the effect of task learning during the early phase of
learning; and (2) the difference in the average rs-FC between the
last (rs4) and the first (rs1) resting state scans to investigate the
effect of long-term practice.
Similarly, we used two different calculations to quantify the
behavioral gain during the early phase of learning and the overall
learning process: (a) the difference in the average target deviation
between the last block of trials (15 trials in total) and the first
block of trials (15 trials in total) in the first task-related fMRI scan
(tr1) to study the effect of task practice during the early phase of
learning; (b) the difference between the average target deviation
in the last block of trials (15 in total) of the second task-related
fMRI scan (tr2) and the first block of trials (15 in total) in tr1 to
investigate the effect of long-term practice.
Hence, we performed brain-behavior correlations between
the following functional connectivity measures: (A) Homotopic
connections extracted from rs2 minus rs1 (Hm FC short-term
learning) difference 1; (B) Heterotopic connections extracted
from rs2 minus rs1 (Ht FC short-term learning); (C) Homotopic
connections extracted from rs4 minus rs1 (Hm FC long-
term learning); (D) Heterotopic connections extracted from rs4
minus rs1 (Ht FC long-term learning); (E) Right hemispheric
connections extracted from rs2 minus rs1 (R FC short-term
learning); (F) Left hemispheric connections extracted from rs2
minus rs1 (L FC short-term learning); (G) Right hemispheric
connections extracted from rs4 minus rs1 (R FC long-term
learning); (H) Left hemispheric connections extracted from rs4
minus rs1 (L FC long-term learning),
BTT gain measures were defined as follows:
(A) The last 15 trials of tr1 minus first 15 trials of tr1
for N-ISO condition (BTT Gain 1); (B) The last 15
trials of tr2 minus the first 15 trials of tr1 for N-ISO
condition (BTT Gain 2). We focused on the N-ISO
conditions as these represented new unfamiliar patterns
requiring practice to improve proficiency whereas the
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ISO conditions reflected familiar patterns that constitute
the default coordination modes (not requiring elaborate
practice) (Sisti et al., 2011). Greater BTT gains reflect larger
improvements in performance. Figure 3 illustrates the
correlations computed. Correlations surviving Bonferroni
correction (p< 0.025) were considered significant.
RESULTS
Kinematic Data
Scan Sessions
Motor performance during the scan sessions was assessed with
a 2 × 2 × 2 (age × scan session × frequency ratio) repeated
measures ANOVA for average target deviation. There was a main
effect of age [F(1,42) = 49.59, p < 0.0001, η2p = 0.54], with YA
performing better than OA.
There was also a strong learning effect from pre- to post-
training period, reflected by the main effect of scan session
[F(1,42) = 109.8, p < 0.0001, η2p = 0.72], indicating that
performance improved as a result of training.
We also observed a main effect of frequency ratio
[F(1,42) = 197.50, p < 0.0001, η2p = 0.83], suggesting that
subjects had more difficulty in performing the most difficult
(N-ISO) as compared with the easiest (ISO) frequency ratios.
A significant age × scan session interaction effect
[F(1,42) = 20.71, p < 0.001, η2p = 0.33] indicated that, although
both age groups were able to significantly improve their
performance as a result of training [YA: t(22) = 8.95, p < 0.0001:
OA: t(20) = 7.65, p < 0.0001], OA improved their performance
to a higher degree as compared to YA from pre-test to post-
test session. Furthermore, a significant age × frequency ratio
interaction effect was observed [F(1,42) = 10.25, p = 0.003,
η2p = 0.20], reflecting that OA, but not YA, had more difficulty
in performing the most difficult (N-ISO) relative to the easiest
(ISO) condition [t(42) =−9.03, p< 0.0001].
Training Sessions
A 2 × 5 × 2 (age × training session × frequency ratio) repeated
measures ANOVA was conducted for the average target deviation
scores obtained across training days.
There was a main effect of age [F(1,42) = 33.94, p < 0.0001,
η2p = 0.48], indicating that the overall performance level of YA
was better than the one of OA.
The main effect of training session was also significant
[F(4,168) = 99.90, p < 0.0001, η2p = 0.70], suggesting a
strong practice effect. Post hoc t-tests revealed that the five
sessions differed from each other (all p < 0.001). However,
greater differences were observed for the first two sessions
as compared to sessions 3, 4, and 5, suggesting that the
practice effect was strongest at the first training sessions
and a plateau effect was reached toward the final two
sessions.
A significant main effect of frequency ratio [F(1,42) = 120.57,
p < 0.0001, η2p = 0.74] reflected greater error rates for N-ISO as
compared to ISO ratio.
We observed a significant age × training session
interaction effect [F(4,168) = 7.85, p < 0.0001, η2p = 0.16].
Post hoc t-tests revealed that, although YA had a better
performance than OA in all the five training sessions, these
age differences were statistically greater during training session
1 compared to sessions 4 [t(42) = −3.29, p < 0.004] and
5 [t(42) = −3.76, p < 0.001], suggesting that as training
progressed, the differences in performance between YA and OA
decreased.
As not much learning was required for the ISO condition,
Figure 4 focuses on the behavioral performance during both the
scan and training sessions for the N-ISO condition.
FIGURE 3 | Brain-behavior correlations. (A) Functional connectivity measures: Connectivity changes extracted from rs2 minus rs1 (FC short-term learning), and also
from rs4 minus rs1 (FC long-term learning) for inter- (homotopic, heterotopic) and intra-hemispheric (right, left) connectivity measures. (B) BTT gain measures: Last
15 trials of tr1 minus first 15 trials of tr1 (BTT Gain 1), and also last 15 trials of tr2 minus first 15 trials of tr1 (BTT Gain 2) for N-ISO conditions.
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FIGURE 4 | Behavioral performance during the scan and training sessions for the N-ISO condition. There was an initial reduction in target deviation error during the
pre-test session, indicative of initial learning. During the training period, BTT performance became more stable, particularly during the last two training days. YA
showed a more stable performance during the post-test session than OA, especially in the most difficult task condition (N-ISO). Error bars represent the standard
error of the mean (SEM). N-ISO, non-isofrequency.
FIGURE 5 | Correlation matrices across all participants showing the strength of functional connectivity between each pair of regions from the motor network for the
four rest scans collected in the present study. Significant correlations (Bonferroni corrected probability, p < 0.001) are indicated with a black dot. Color bar on the
right indicates t-values.
Imaging Data
We studied low-frequency functional correlations associated with
a task-specific motor network composed of 10 ROIs: left and
right SMA, PMd, PMv, M1, and S1. We calculated Pearson
correlation coefficients between each pair of ROIs across subjects,
and within each of the four resting state scans. Figure 5 shows the
resulting 10 × 10 correlation matrix for each resting state scan,
which reflects the strength of functional connectivity between
each pair of regions. Next, we calculated average functional
connectivity scores regarding four different groups of ROI pairs,
including homotopic inter-hemispheric FC, heterotopic inter-
hemispheric FC, right intra-hemispheric FC and left intra-
hemispheric FC.
Modulations of Resting State Inter-Hemispheric
Connectivity in Young and Older Adults throughout
the Learning Process
The 2 × 2 × 2 × 2 (age × inter-hemispheric FC × scan
session × scan location) repeated measures ANOVAs revealed
a main effect of inter-hemispheric functional connectivity
[F(1,42) = 247.26, p< 0.0001, η2p = 0.86], with greater homotopic
than heterotopic connectivity values (Hm: 6.68 ± 0.29, Ht:
2.52 ± 0.18) (Figure 6). Main effects of age group, scan session
and phase were not significant.
A significant age × scan location interaction indicated that
young and older adults showed a different pattern of rs-FC
change as a function of performance of the BTT both during the
pre- and post-test sessions [F(1,42) = 9.01, p = 0.005, η2p = 0.18].
Subsequent post hoc unpaired t-tests demonstrated that rs-FC
increased after practicing the BTT, that is from rs1 to rs2 and
from rs3 to rs4, in YA, whereas OA showed the opposite pattern
[t(42) = −2.21, p = 0.002. YA, pre-task rs: 4.48 ± 0.41, post-
task rs: 4.71 ± 0.28; OA, pre-task rs: 5.03 ± 0.33, post-task
rs: 4.16 ± 0.30)]. This effect was true for both homotopic
and heterotopic connections. Figure 6 depicts the age × scan
location interaction. None of the remaining interactions reached
significance.
Modulations of Resting State Intra-Hemispheric
Connectivity in Young and Older Adults throughout
the Learning Process
The 2 × 2 × 2 × 2 (age × intra-hemispheric FC × scan
session× scan location) repeated measures ANOVAs revealed no
significant main effects of age, intra-hemispheric FC, scan session
and learning phase.
There was a significant age × scan location interaction, in
which young and older adults showed different patterns of
rs-FC change as a function of task practice [F(1,42) = 6.21,
p = 0.017, η2p = 0.13]. Subsequent post hoc unpaired t-tests
demonstrated that rs-FC increased after BTT performance in
YA, that is from rs1 to rs2 and from rs3 to rs4, whereas OA
exhibited the opposite pattern [t(42) = −2.56, p = 0.003.
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FIGURE 6 | Bar plots showing the age × scan location interaction effect for inter-hemispheric functional connectivity. (A) Changes in connectivity in homotopic pairs
of regions. (B) Changes in connectivity in heterotopic pairs of regions. In both cases, functional connectivity increased after task performance in YA, whereas it
decreased in OA and we observed this pattern of results within both the pre- and post-test sessions. Moreover, homotopic functional connectivity was greater than
heterotopic functional connectivity. Error bars represent SEM. Hm rs1+rs3, homotopic rest scans before task-related scans; Hm rs2+rs4, homotopic rest scans after
task-related scans; Ht rs1+rs3, heterotopic rest scans before task-related scans; Ht rs2+rs4, heterotopic rest scans after task-related scans.
FIGURE 7 | Bar plots show the age × scan location interaction effect for intra-hemispheric functional connectivity. (A) Changes in connectivity in right hemisphere
pairs of regions. (B) Changes in connectivity in left hemisphere pairs of regions. In both cases, functional connectivity increased after task performance in YA,
whereas it decreased after task performance in OA within pre- and post-test sessions. Error bars represent SEM.
YA, pre-task rs: 2.75 ± 0.22, post-task rs: 3.15 ± 0.23;
OA, pre-task rs: 3.23 ± 0.39, post-task rs: 2.70 ± 0.32)].
Of note, this is the same pattern as previously observed
for inter-hemispheric functional connectivity. Moreover,
this age-related difference in the pattern of functional
connectivity occurred for both left and right hemisphere
connections. Figure 7 depicts the age × scan location
interaction.
We also observed a significant intra-hemispheric functional
connectivity × scan session interaction effect, indicating that
functional connectivity within the right and left hemisphere
showed a differential change from pre- to post-test session.
[F(1,42) = 4.55, p = 0.04, η2p = 0.10]. Subsequent post hoc
paired t-tests revealed training-related increases in functional
connectivity in the right hemisphere, but not in the left
hemisphere, after the training period [t(43) = 2.62, p = 0.004;
Right post-test session: 3.41 ± 0.32; Right pre-test session:
2.89± 0.24]. None of the remaining main and interaction effects
reached significance.
Correlation between Resting State
Functional Connectivity and Behavior
We tested whether changes in rs-FC corresponded with gains in
behavioral performance as a general tendency across both age
groups.
Increases in inter-hemispheric connectivity for both
homotopic (Hm FC long-term learning) and heterotopic
(Ht FC long-term learning) connections correlated with
greater gains in BTT performance (BTT Gain 2 N-ISO) (Hm:
r = 0.40, p = 0.010; Ht: r = 0.30, p = 0.04). Of note, the first
result survived Bonferroni correction (p < 0.013), whereas
the second did not. None of the remaining correlations
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TABLE 2 | Correlations between inter- and intra-hemispheric rs-FC changes and
BTT gains.
Gain 1 N-ISO Gain 2 N-ISO
Hm FC short-term learning r = 0.23 r = 0.19
p = 0.13 p = 0.21
Ht FC short-term learning r = 0.02 r = 0.15
p = 0.90 p = 0.34
Hm FC long-term learning r = 0.21 r = 0.40
p = 0.16 p = 0.01
Ht FC long-term learning r = −0.06 r = 0.30
p = 0.68 p = 0.04
R FC short-term learning r = 0.03 r = 0.12
p = 0.85 p = 0.44
L FC short-term learning r = 0.12 r = 0.19
p = 0.45 p = 0.22
R FC long-term learning r = 0.04 r = 0.26
p = 0.81 p = 0.09
L FC long-term learning r = −0.07 r = 0.18
p = 0.66 p = 0.25
Increases in inter-hemispheric connectivity from the first to the last resting state
scan for both homotopic and heterotopic connections (Hm FC long-term learning,
Ht FC long-term learning) correlated significantly with greater gains in BTT
performance from the first 15 trials of the first task-related scan to the last 15
trials of the second task-related scan in the N-ISO condition (Gain 2). Only the
bolded values corresponding to the correlation between homotopic rs-FC change
and Gain 2 survived Bonferroni correction (p < 0.025). r, Pearson coefficient; p,
probability value.
FIGURE 8 | Brain connectivity-behavior correlation. Scatter plot representing
the significant correlation surviving Bonferroni correction (p < 0.025) between
rs-FC change (y-axis) and bimanual coordination gain (x-axis). r, Pearson
coefficient.
reached significance. See Table 2 and Figure 8 for further
details.
DISCUSSION
We investigated whether learning a bimanual tracking task
modulates rs-FC in the early and late phase of practice and
whether this has behavioral relevance. Compared with YA, OA
showed a lower motor performance in general, but a larger
improvement relative to baseline after 2 weeks of training. Short-
term practice effects achieved within pre- and post-test sessions
modulated rs-FC, leading to connectivity increases in YA, but
connectivity decreases in OA. This pattern of age differences
occurred for both inter- and intra-hemispheric connections
related to the motor network. We did not observe age-related
modulations of long-term practice (i.e., from pre- to post-test
session) on interhemispheric rs-FC at the group level. However,
long-term training-induced increases were observed in intra-
hemispheric connectivity in the right hemisphere (across both
age groups). Finally, changes in inter-hemispheric functional
connectivity from the start to end of practice correlated
with training-induced motor improvement, underscoring the
behavioral significance of rs-fMRI for prediction of motor skill
learning. We discuss these findings in detail below.
Aging Effects on Bimanual Coordination
Learning
Kinematic analyses revealed that older individuals encountered
particular difficulties with performing the bimanual tasks with
different frequency ratios. This is a consequence of the higher
complexity of these tasks. Strikingly, we observed greater
performance improvement in older compared to young adults,
which is in accordance with previous studies (Wishart et al.,
2002; Voelcker-Rehage and Willimczik, 2006). This may be a
consequence of the lower performance levels of older adults
at baseline, giving rise to a larger window for improvement.
However, both age groups showed a similar overall pattern of
improvement: a stronger practice effect during the initial phase
of learning (pre-test scan session), followed by a plateau toward
the final phase (post-test scan session), reflecting relatively stable
performance.
Functional Connectivity Changes in
Young and Older Adults as a Result of
Short-Term Practice
We consistently observed an age-related change in rs-FC after
short-term practice both during the early and later stages of
learning (pre- and post-test sessions, respectively). Specifically,
we observed increases in functional connectivity in young
adults but decreases in older adults after task performance.
Hence, task practice induced a differential short-term functional
reorganization within the resting brain in young and older
individuals. However, we did not observe an age-related
functional reorganization of our motor network over the longer
course of training across 2 weeks (from pre- to post-test session).
This implies that the involvement in the training protocol did
not induce long-term changes in rs-FC, at least not significantly
different between both age groups. Hence, our pattern of results
does not support our initial hypothesis of an age-dependent
reorganization of the motor network that is more pronounced
during the early (pre-test session) compared to the later stage of
learning (post-test session), with the most dramatic changes in
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motor performance occurring in the former stage (Mary et al.,
2017).
The findings observed in young adults are generally in
accordance with previous research showing short-term effects on
rs-FC after task practice (Peltier et al., 2005; Waites et al., 2005;
Boonstra et al., 2007; Houweling et al., 2008; Barnes et al., 2009;
Stevens et al., 2010; Klingner et al., 2012; Tung et al., 2013). In this
regard, it seems reasonable to suggest that the short-term rs-FC
increases following the execution of the motor task observed in
young adults may reflect tighter communication between motor
network areas. Although speculative, these processes may entail
sensorimotor integration (Loayza et al., 2011; Ma et al., 2011;
Wu et al., 2014) and short-term storage of visuomotor skills
(Johnson-Frey et al., 2005; Ma et al., 2011).
The rs-FC decreases due to short-term practice, as observed
in older adults, are more difficult to understand. In an attempt
to come to grips with this finding, it is important to bear in mind
that network organization differs between young and older adults
and this pertains to within-network as well as between-network
rs-FC. Previous work has shown that rs-FC within the motor
network is higher in older as compared to younger adults and
this is negatively associated with motor performance (Solesio-
Jofre et al., 2014). Furthermore, FC among the different resting
state networks is also increased in older adults, pointing to
reduced overall network segregation (Geerligs et al., 2014; Chan
et al., 2017; King et al., 2017), associated with poorer cognitive
performance or no performance benefits at all (Nashiro et al.,
2017). This is supportive of a dedifferentiation process, referring
to an age-related diminished specificity in the cortical response
to some stimulus categories and a reduction in the fidelity of
neural representations (Grady et al., 1992; Park et al., 2004;
Voss et al., 2008). Against the backdrop of these age-related
changes, it is conceivable that training led to a reorganization
of the motor network by strengthening interactions with other
networks that have functional relevance for the task (such as
attention or executive networks) and reducing interactions with
other networks that are less or not relevant for task performance
(such as the default mode network). This process of increasing
efficiency of brain activity may be associated with a temporary
reduction in FC between areas of the motor network, as observed
in our findings. However, this is a hypothetical account that
requires confirmation in future research.
Age-Related Modulations of Inter- and
Intra-Hemispheric Functional
Connectivity
Interestingly, we observed the same pattern of age group
differences for both inter- and intra-hemispheric connections.
Regarding the former, it is important to remark that we
observed greater homotopic relative to heterotopic functional
connectivity values. Increased functional and structural
homotopic connections have been commonly reported during
the acquisition of bimanual coordination skills. On the basis of
other studies employing rs-fMRI, this tendency for homotopic
regions to exhibit stronger functional connectivity relative
to heterotopic regions is more prevalent for regions of the
adult human brain, such as motor, somatosensory, visual and
subcortical regions (Zuo et al., 2010; Ruddy et al., 2017). In
the same vein, previous research in non-human primates
(Rouiller et al., 1994; Dancause et al., 2007) and humans
(Ruddy et al., 2017) has reported that the largest proportions
of interhemispheric fibers connecting to M1, SMA and PM
originate in their homologous region in the contralateral
hemisphere.
Finally, we observed that the strength of rs-FC within the
right hemisphere increased after 2 weeks of training in both age
groups, highlighting the importance of increased interregional
interactions in the right hemisphere during motor skill learning
in general and bimanual skill learning in particular (Halsband
and Lange, 2006; Ma et al., 2011). This finding may reflect
increased functional interactions among the right hemisphere
motor areas to control the less skilled non-dominant hand
as part of the unified bimanual kinematic chain. Successful
coordination is contingent on the cooperation between both
hemispheres/hands and this requires elevation of non-dominant
hand function to better interact with the dominant hand.
Behavioral Relevance for
Learning-Related Modulations in
Functional Connectivity
Even though neither of the groups exhibited a change in
interhemispheric rs-FC across long-term practice, we observed
an association between FC change and behavioral change
across long-term practice at the individual level. Increases in
the strength of inter-hemispheric connections across the 2-
week period were associated with higher motor improvement
in both young and older individuals, also across the 2-week
period, suggesting that the resting state motor network may
support the functional reorganization of the motor system
in order to improve behavioral performance and ultimately,
motor consolidation. This is in accordance with previous
studies suggesting a role for resting state networks in terms of
keeping active relevant functional systems to improve behavioral
performance (Raichle et al., 2001; Miall and Robertson, 2006;
van den Heuvel and Hulshoff Pol, 2010). Specifically, resting
state networks become relevant functional units that may be
recruited whenever a task needs extra support to be successfully
performed.
In the light of these results, we suggest that resting
state networks do not simply reflect physiological markers of
anatomical pathways, but represent highly efficient modules of
brain organization, somehow capable of predicting behavioral
performance and improvement following motor learning.
CONCLUSION
In this study, we provided behavioral evidence that motor
learning capacity is preserved in aging. Furthermore, we
demonstrated that shorter-term practice modulates the resting
state differentially in young and older individuals. On the
one hand, increased within-network connectivity after task
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practice observed in young adults may be indicative of
enhanced interactions between motor network areas that are
engaged in motor learning. On the other hand, an age-
related reduction in within-network connectivity after task
practice may be an indirect consequence of how the motor
network interacts with other networks to optimize overall brain
activity for task performance. Older adults may necessitate
extra resources to learn the motor task, becoming more
dependent on cognitive processes embodied in motor learning.
Hence, further research is warranted to shed light on the
behavioral relevance of functional interactions across the
motor, memory and attentional networks during the resting
state.
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